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Abstract— This article presents a low-power multi-mode
CMOS vision sensor with mixed-signal in-sensor computa-
tion capabilities targeting the next-generation wireless sens-
ing applications. To support the always-on and scene-adaptive
edge computing scenarios with low power and low bandwidth,
the sensor is reconfigurable for three operation modes, namely:
1) motion sensing (MS); 2) object segmentation (OS); and 3) full
imaging (FIM). A mixed-signal cooperative scheme of frame
differencing (FD) and background subtraction (BS) is proposed
to achieve high-accuracy MS with varying object sizes and
speeds. The mixed-signal BS-based OS can minimize both object
localizing and imaging efforts for object analysis upon motion
triggering, while FIM enables complete scene recording for the
identified object of interest. The complete CMOS vision sensor is
implemented through reconfigurable and fully dynamic mixed-
signal processing at both pixel and column levels cooperatively
to achieve low power and compact area. Fabricated in a 0.18-µm
CMOS, the 256 × 216 chip prototype achieves the cooperative
MS with only 2.36 µW at 15 frames/s, when composed of 14 FD
frames (147 nJ/frame) and 1 BS frame (302 nJ/frame). The
OS mode consumes 1.44∼2.04 µJ/frame at 0%∼100% object
occupancy, linearly corresponding to 41%∼16% power saving
when compared with the conventional digital OS. The FIM mode
operates with only 1.41 µJ/frame for complete scene recording.
The achieved energy efficiencies for all operation modes compare
favorably with the state of the art.

Index Terms— Background subtraction (BS), CMOS vision
sensor, cooperative motion sensing (MS), edge computing, frame
differencing (FD), fully dynamic, in-sensor computation, mixed-
signal processing, object segmentation (OS), wireless sensor
networks (WSNs).

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are the enabling
technologies for Internet-of-Things (IoT) development.
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Fig. 1. Scene-adaptive edge computing paradigm of a WVSN for power and
bandwidth optimization.

With the WSNs widely adopted in various applications includ-
ing intelligent transportation, inhabitation, agriculture, and
many more, CMOS vision sensors continue to play an impor-
tant role in scene interpretation [1], [2]. They are paired up
with the vision processors to form wireless vision sensor
nodes (WVSNs). Due to the limited energy available from
batteries and/or energy-harvesting sources [3], [4], a WVSN
requires low power and low bandwidth so as to achieve an
always-on and long-term autonomous operation at a minimum
maintenance cost [1], [2].

To fulfill the requirement of low power and low bandwidth,
scene-adaptive edge computing is demanded in the WVSN,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Even using low-power sensors [5], [6]
and in-sensor image compression [7]–[9], always-on image
recording and streaming still consume a large bandwidth that
can easily drain energy resources due to power-hungry wire-
less transmissions [10], [11]. Thus, object detection becomes
popular to locally analyze the data before triggering recording
and transmission for effective bandwidth and power reduc-
tion [1], [12], especially by using in-sensor computation
architectures [12]–[15]. However, continuous object detection
still incurs significant power and bandwidth burden for the
long-term WVSN operation. Consequently, motion detection
is widely employed as a trigger to minimize redundant object
detections without missing the target objects [16]–[18].

Several low-power vision sensors with in-sensor motion
sensing (MS) have been reported to work with a vision
processor for the scene-adaptive WVSN. The mixed-signal
designs [10], [16], [19]–[24] typically demonstrate superior
power, speed, and area performances when compared with the
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digital counterparts [17], [18], [25]. However, existing mixed-
signal MS vision sensors still exhibit several limitations.
First, they only support one single MS technique (i.e., either
frame differencing (FD) [10], [16], [19]–[22] or background
subtraction (BS) [23], [24]), resulting in limited sensitivity
to various object speeds and sizes. Even though combining
FD and BS is viable for improving the MS robustness [17],
[26], the corresponding mixed-signal in-sensor implementation
is yet to be demonstrated. Second, prior vision sensors lack
on-chip object segmentation (OS) capability to differentiate
objects from the background (BG) upon motion triggering,
which is necessary to reduce data movement bandwidth, avoid
tedious object window searching, as well as improve detection
accuracy [1], [27]. Although digital post processing is feasible
for OS, the induced imaging and processing overhead can
be significant [20], [28]. Finally, due to the incompatibility
among the processing modules for multi-mode operations
and the associated static power consumption, optimizing the
energy efficiencies for all the operation modes still remains a
challenge.

In this article, we present a low-power CMOS vision
sensor, embedding multiple mixed-signal operation modes
for the scene-adaptive WVSN under static/rarely changed
BGs. The MS mode is applied for motion triggering [17]
instead of activity monitoring/tracking [26]. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first attempt to combine FD and BS
in a compatible mixed-signal architecture and operate them
cooperatively to improve the MS robustness against varying
object sizes and speeds. Based on the BS results, mixed-signal
OS is directly realized during the column-level analog-to-
digital conversion to achieve high segmentation accuracy while
reducing the processing power. Full imaging (FIM) mode
is also seamlessly implemented through the reconfigurable
processing elements (RPEs) to support full-scene recording.
Featuring high reconfigurability and fully dynamic operations
with mixed-signal pixel and column processing, this article
demonstrates both high energy efficiency and compact area
for all the operation modes.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The
MS techniques and the proposed multi-mode vision sensor
are introduced in Section II. Section III describes the sensor
architecture and the pixel implementation. The reconfigurable
processing architecture is elaborated in Section IV. Experi-
mental results are discussed in Section V, followed by the
conclusions in Section VI.

II. MULTI-MODE VISION SENSOR

This section first outlines the two existing MS techniques
(i.e., FD and BS) and their respective limitations, and then
discusses the implementation and operation principle of the
proposed mixed-signal multi-mode CMOS vision sensor.

A. FD

FD has been widely used for low-power MS due to its
simplicity. Its operating principle is expressed as (1) and
illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Fn−1 is the previous frame and Fn

is the current frame. MFDn is a 1-bit motion image and TH

Fig. 2. MS techniques. (a) FD. (b) BS.

is a threshold for comparison. When the absolute difference
between Fn(i, j ) and Fn−1(i, j ) is larger than TH, MFDn(i, j )
is set to "1" to indicate a motion event. Thresholding is used
to filter false detections caused by noise, so TH is usually set
right above the noise level. Then, TH determines the minimum
detectable brightness contrast, which is harder to achieve by
objects in the dark regions.

MFDn(i, j) =
{

1, |Fn(i, j) − Fn−1(i, j)| > TH

0, |Fn(i, j) − Fn−1(i, j)| ≤ TH
(1)

The total number of motion events (NFD) is often used as a
criterion for triggering [17], [18], [22], which is proportional
to the object size (S) and displacement (D) between the two
frames

NFD ∝ (S, D) (2)

where D = V /frame rate (V is the object speed). As high
frame rate is required to maintain a prompt response to fast
motion, the minimum detectable S and V are limited in FD.
Although dual-frame-rate FD [21] can alleviate the issue,
the sensor resolution is sacrificed and the minimum frame rate
is still limited by the in-pixel capacitor leakage. In addition,
FD is unsuitable for OS as only the edge regions can be
detected, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

B. BS

Fig. 2(b) illustrates the BS operation, as described by (3).
MBSn is obtained by comparing the absolute difference
between Fn and a BG frame (Bn) against TH. With the same
sensor/noise, TH is the same for FD and BS.

MBSn(i, j) =
{

1, |Fn(i, j) − Bn(i, j)| > TH

0, |Fn(i, j) − Bn(i, j)| ≤ TH
(3)

As Bn represents the BG that contains no moving objects,
the total number of motion events by BS (NBS) is insensitive
to V and frame rate, but only related to S

NBS ∝ (S). (4)

Thus, with a high frame rate to capture fast motions, BS
can cover a wide range of V . In addition, BS typically exhibits
higher sensitivity to S than FD for small object detection, as it
detects the whole object silhouette, which is also suitable for
OS. The main shortcomings of BS are the weak adaptability to
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Fig. 3. Proposed mixed-signal multi-mode CMOS vision sensor with operation principle for the always-on and scene-adaptive edge computing in the WVSN.

sudden BG change and the relatively high circuit complexity.
Different from FD’s fast reaction to BG change, BS will
continuously generate false triggers when the BG is influenced
by the extraneous events. In addition, BS requires long-term
Bn storage, which often relies on very large capacitors [23]
or low-leakage CMOS-incompatible devices [24], as well
as costly analog filters for Bn update [23]. Therefore, BS
typically consumes more power and area than FD.

C. Mixed-Signal Multi-Mode CMOS Vision Sensor

The proposed mixed-signal multi-mode CMOS vision sen-
sor is illustrated in Fig. 3. It supports three operation modes,
namely MS, OS, and FIM, to interface with a vision processor
(outside the scope of this article) for motion detection, object
detection, and recording in scene-adaptive edge computing,
respectively. Fig. 3 also shows the typical operation flow of
the sensor in three operating states along with an example:

1) State 1: The vision sensor operates at the MS mode,
capturing FD/BS images for the always-on motion detection,
which consumes the least power and bandwidth. A cooperative
MS scheme combining FD and BS is employed. FD operates
at a high frame rate (sensor rate) to maintain a prompt response
to fast and large objects. To make up for the FD shortcomings,
low-frame-rate BS is inserted by replacing a portion of FD
frames to sense slow and small objects. The frame rate of BS
is adjustable but low frame rate is preferred to minimize the
power overhead of BS while still providing accurate sensing of
the slow and small targets. In this way, the robustness of MS
can be improved while maintaining low power consumption.

With the vision sensor continuously providing MS images,
motion trigger is determined by the vision processor. As in
[17], [18], and [22], all motion events of the current FD/BS
frame are summed up and compared against a threshold.
Motion is detected when the total number exceeds the thresh-
old, and then, the operating state is switched to State 2. The
switching latency between the two states is one integration
time as the pixels have to reconfigure and restart integration.

2) State 2: After motion triggering, the vision sensor will
conduct OS for object detection. Based on the detected BS

silhouette, analog-to-digital conversion is selectively per-
formed to generate segmented object images [29]. This method
can not only reduce the signal quantization and digital post-
processing but also minimize the amount of data transmitted
to the vision processor and facilitate the subsequent object
analysis.

3) State 3: When an object of interest is detected, the cur-
rent scene is recorded by the FIM for a predefined period.
The vision processor then initiates wireless transmission of
the compressed images and returns the sensor to State 1.

III. SENSOR ARCHITECTURE AND PIXEL

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Sensor Architecture

The proposed vision sensor employs a column-parallel
architecture, as shown in Fig. 4. It consists of a pixel array,
column-parallel RPEs, row drivers, a digital controller (Ctrl),
threshold/ramp generators (TH/Ramp), and input/output (I/O)
channels. The pixel array is composed of 128 × 108 groups
(each of 2 × 2 pixels). MS employs lower resolution
(128 × 108) by pixel binning to reduce power while OS
and FIM use full resolution (256 × 216) for better image
quality. Each pixel group is fully dynamic and reconfigurable
for different operation modes. In the column, each of 108 fully
dynamic mixed-signal RPEs is shared by two pixel columns
through a multiplexor (MUX). Each RPE can be dynamically
configured as an FD PE, a BS PE, or an ADC by Ctrl based
on the operation state. Multiple modes are achieved in a small
area by combining the reconfigurable pixels and the RPEs. The
18 I/O channels serve for the result output and the BG input.
The BG for BS is stored digitally in SRAM for long-term
operation. Due to the limited tapeout area, the SRAM is not
implemented on the prototype chip, but it has been considered
in the performance evaluation.

B. Reconfigurable Pixel Group

As shown in Fig. 5, the reconfigurable pixel group is
designed to support multiple operation modes. The pixel group
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the CMOS vision sensor.

Fig. 5. Architecture of reconfigurable pixel group with 2 × 2 pixels.

consists of 2 × 2 pixels with two readout channels (VoutO
and VoutE). Two pixels in the same column share a floating
diffusion and a readout channel (SF). The transistor count is
only 3.5 T/pixel to ensure a small pixel size. The two metal–
insulator–metal (MIM) capacitors (CO, CE) function as in-
pixel memories for FD. They are placed on the top of the active
circuits, resulting in a 7.9-μm pixel with 33.4% fill factor (FF)
(i.e., 12% FF loss). The loss can be further reduced in a process
with relaxed design rules for MIM capacitors or completely
eliminated if a backside-illuminated (BSI) CIS process is used.

The pixel configuration and operation at different modes
are illustrated in Fig. 6. For FD, four pixels within the same
group are binned by the interpixel switches (BINs) and transfer
switches (SW1-4), as shown in Fig. 6(a). To compensate
for the larger capacitance, both RSTO and RSTE are used
to reset the photodiodes (PDs). The two samples required
by FD are sequentially obtained after two integrations and
stored in CO and CE, respectively, through charge sharing
with PDs. If charge sharing happens after integration, 40%

Fig. 6. Pixel configuration and operation at different modes (RST and SEL
unshown for simplicity). (a) FD. (b) BG capture and BS. (c) OS and FIM.

voltage swing/dynamic range is lost because of the reduced
conversion gain for the intrinsic full-well capacity of the PDs.
To compensate for the signal loss, CO/CE is connected to
the PDs to extend the full-well capacity during integration,
by activating SW1,2,O/SW3,4,E. Each sample is stored by
turning off SW1,2,O/SW3,4,E when integration is finished. After
storing, the two samples are read out by SFO and SFE,
respectively, for the FD operation detailed in Section IV-B.
Although CO and CE can be reused to enhance the dynamic
range as in [30] for other modes, it is not implemented to
avoid increased complexity, and thus save power and area.
As shown in Fig. 6(b), BG capture and BS employ the same
pixel operation. After initial reset, the integrated signal is read
out through SFO by enabling SW1,2, followed by reset and
the second sample readout. In Fig. 6(c), binning is disabled to
achieve full sensor resolution for both OS and FIM. Each pixel
operates as that in BS and four pixels are read out sequentially
by the corresponding channels in a zigzag way.

C. Dynamic Pixel Readout

Incorporating column-level processing circuits can ensure a
small pixel pitch and facilitate circuit reuse for different rows.
However, voltage buffers are needed to read out the analog
signals from the pixels to the columns. Conventionally, a static
source follower (SSF) with a constant bias current (I b) [15] is
employed, as shown in Fig. 7(a), which consumes static power
not only in the SSF but also in the bias generator. The power
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Fig. 7. Pixel readout. (a) SSF. (b) DSF. (c) Transient responses
(V in = 0.9 V). (d) Transfer curves of SSF and DSF at V dd = 1.2 V and
C load = 1 pF.

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF SSF AND DSF READOUTS

problem gets even worse when a long duty cycle is required
in the multi-sample readout (e.g., FD). In addition, the voltage
headroom required by the current bias also limits the dynamic
range especially at a low supply voltage.

To overcome the limitations of the SSF, this article exploits
the dynamic source follower (DSF), as shown in Fig. 7(b).
Compared with the SSF, the DSF simplifies the circuit imple-
mentation as it replaces I b with a simple reset switch (RSTcol).
The dynamic readout operates as follows. First, the loading
capacitance (C load) is reset by RSTcol before signal readout to
remove the residue charge (make sure the initial V out is the
same and lower than Vin − Vth for all input signals). Second,
after turning off RSTcol, the target pixel is selected by SEL
to charge Cload through the output transistor (MSF) toward
the cutoff voltage (Vin − Vth). The difference in the behavior
between the SSF and the DSF is depicted by the sample
transient responses in Fig. 7(c). The SSF has a steady Vout
after settling, while Vout of the DSF keeps increasing after
MSF enters the subthreshold region. From the transfer curves
shown in Fig. 7(d), it is also observed that the DSF can provide
a highly linear readout with a similar gain as the SSF, as well
as a larger input range.

Table I compares the simulated performances of the SSF and
the DSF when Vout is sampled after 0.5-μs settling, which is

applied in all operation modes. The DSF and SSF have com-
parable gain and noise level, as also demonstrated by another
kind of dynamic readout [31]. For 1-σ offset, the DSF is worse
than the SSF due to the partial settling when cancellation is
not applied. Nevertheless, the offset of both schemes can be
suppressed to a small level through double sampling [32].
In addition to the simplified circuit implementation, the major
benefits of the DSF are the improvements in the input range
and energy efficiency. The input range of the DSF is more than
100 mV larger than that of the SSF thanks to the removed bias
voltage headroom and reduced Vgs in the subthreshold region.
In addition, the DSF consumes almost three times smaller
energy than the SSF for one sampling, which will be more sub-
stantial if bias generation is also considered. In addition, as the
DSF exhibits no energy overhead during the steady state, its
advantage is even more prominent for in-sensor computation
applications, which involve pixel-column combined processing
with long pixel access time. From Fig. 7(d), it is noted that
clock jitter will cause sampling noise due to the leaking effect
in the sub-threshold region. The peak sampling error is linearly
correlated with the clock jitter at a slope of 76 μV/ns. A 5-ns
(1%) clock jitter will only induce 380-μV (0.16 LSB8 bit) error
when sampling at 0.5 μs, which is small enough for practical
applications. The crosstalk between the adjacent channels is
avoided by inserting a grounded shielding line between them.

IV. RECONFIGURABLE AND FULLY DYNAMIC

MIXED-SIGNAL PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE

A. Fully Dynamic RPE

To cater for the three sensor operation modes with low
power and small area, a fully dynamic mixed-signal RPE
architecture is implemented, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Con-
trolled by the global digital controller (Ctrl), the 108 column-
parallel RPEs can function as FD PEs, BS PEs, or SAR-SS
(successive-approximation-register and single-slope) ADCs.
FD and BS are carried out by FD PE and BS PE, respectively.
BS PE and ADC are combined to enable OS, while only ADC
is used for FIM. The RPEs take one and two cycles to process
one row at low and high resolutions, respectively. Each RPE
is mainly composed of two differential capacitive digital-to-
analog converters (CDACp, CDACn), a dynamic comparator
(CMP), and a column digital controller. CDACp and CDACn
employ an identical 6-bit binary-weighted architecture with
two 3-bit split sections for area saving and use large capac-
itance (Cunit = 49 fF) to avoid calibration [33]. Depending
on the operating mode, CDACp is directly controlled by
Ctrl to connect either the global threshold or the ramp (i.e.,
VTH/VRamp), while CDACn is operated by the column digital
controller using the corresponding logic. The global signals
can be gated during OS to disable the column operation.
The pixel outputs (VoutO, VoutE) are multiplexed and bottom-
plate sampled at CDACp or CDACn. The reference voltage
(Vref) is set at Vdd/2 (0.6 V) so as to match the Vout range
of the DSF and avoid common-mode voltage generation.
Apart from that, it also simplifies the threshold generation
for FD and BS, as explained in Section IV-B. An energy-
efficient two-stage dynamic comparator [34] is adopted for
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Fig. 8. Column-parallel mixed-signal RPE.

Fig. 9. FD. (a) Configuration. (b) Operation timing diagram (including control signals for pixel operation).

all the processing functions. Thanks to the high circuit
reusability, each RPE occupies 15.8 × 372 μm2, incurring
merely 15.5% area overhead when compared with a single
column ADC.

B. FD Configuration and Operation

Fig. 9(a) shows the configuration with a fully dynamic
structure for FD, which is formed by a pixel group and a
column FD PE. The MSB sections of CDACp and CDACn
(CMSBp and CMSBn) stay connected to V outE and V outO,
respectively, during the whole operation, eliminating the need
for two large column capacitors for reset voltage sampling
to save power and area. The LSB section of CDACp(CLSBp)
couples the global threshold (V TH) for comparison, as illus-
trated by the example shown in Fig. 10. During reset and
sampling, the bottom plate of CLSBp is clamped at V ref(V dd/2).

Fig. 10. Fully dynamic threshold generation (TH = 3 LSB6 bit). (a) Reset and
sampling. (b) Negative threshold (−βV ref). (c) Positive threshold (+βV ref).

After that, by switching the CLSBp bottom plate to
V TH(connected to V ss), the negative threshold (−βV ref) is
generated at V p. Next, V TH is raised to V dd for positive
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Fig. 11. BS. (a) Configuration. (b) Operation timing diagram (including control signals for pixel operation).

threshold (+βV ref) generation. The threshold ratio (β) is
adjustable from 0/63 (0 LSB6 bit) to 7/63 (7 LSB6 bit) by
controlling Sp2−Sp0 through the adjustor in the Ctrl. With the
local threshold adjustment and V ref = V dd/2, V TH is either
set at V ss or V dd for full-swing threshold generation (±V ref),
eliminating the power-hungry reference generator and buffer.
On the opposite side, CLSBn functions as a 3-bit signed DAC to
cancel the comparator offset. After clamped at 3’b100 during
sampling, CLSBn generates VOC to compensate for an offset
voltage within ±3.5 LSB6 bit, which is sufficient for this
article (±2.2 LSB6 bit). Note that the offset of the double-tail
dynamic comparator exhibits a high immunity to the common-
mode voltage and temperature changes [35]. According to the
simulation, the maximum offset drift due to the common-
mode voltage change (0.5∼1.2 V) and the temperature change
(−40 ◦C∼80 ◦C) is only 0.2 LSB6 bit. Therefore, the measure-
ment of the comparator offset can be performed only once
with the three compensation bits stored in each column so
that negligible power and speed overhead are incurred for the
normal FD operation.

The overall FD operation for one pixel is depicted by
the timing diagram in Fig. 9(b). After the pixel integration
shown in Fig. 6(a), the two samples in CO and CE are
read out through the DSFs and stored in CMSBn and CMSBp,
respectively. Then, both VfdO and VfdE are reset to Vdd and read
out through CMSBs, acting as double sampling to cancel out the
readout channel mismatch. As the second readout continues
to charge the same capacitor after the first readout, channel
reset between two readouts is eliminated to save energy. After
that, the integration signals ΔVO and ΔVE are obtained at
Vp and Vn as Vref + α�VE and Vref + α�VO, respectively,
where α = gDSF·CMSB/(CMSB +CLSB). The DSF gain (gDSF)
is almost constant, as discussed in Section III-C, and α is
about 0.7. After the offset compensation, the thresholding

operation is conducted with the comparisons in the
following:{

DFD+ = (α�VE + βVref > α�VO ± VOC)

DFD− = (α�VE − βVref > α�VO ± VOC).
(5)

The 2-bit comparison results are passed through an XNOR

gate to produce the 1-bit FD output [i.e., DFD = ∼ (DFD+ ⊕
DFD−)].

C. BS Configuration and Operation

The proposed mixed-signal BS stores the BG in the digital
memory (SRAM) and converts it back into a voltage for
analog thresholding. This method ensures reliable long-term
BG storage without charge leakage issues as in the existing
analog methods [23], [24], while avoiding ADC and digital
processing to achieve low-power and high-speed operation.

Fig. 11(a) shows the fully dynamic configuration for BS,
in which the BS PE interfaces with the BG SRAM and
the threshold generation circuits. Inside the BS PE, both
CDACp and CDACn are employed for bottom-plate voltage
sampling. In addition, CDACn also converts the digital BG
into analog voltages, while CDACp generates the required
thresholds similar to the case of FD, as shown in Fig. 10.
Initially, a 128 × 108 6-bit BG image is obtained using an
SAR-SS ADC and stored in the off-chip SRAM. The required
energy of capturing a BG image is 354 nJ, about 1/4 of that of
the FIM. During BS operation, 6-bit BG values (DBG[5:0]) are
fetched from the SRAM row by row and loaded serially into
the on-chip BG latch to control CDACn. As studied in [36],
6 (instead of 8) bits/pixel are chosen to maintain accurate BS
(only 0.28 LSB8 bit noise increase), while reducing power and
area, by ∼4× in CDACs, and 1.32× and 1.23× in SRAM,
respectively. Note that offset cancellation is unnecessary as
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BS employs the same comparator and CDACn as those for
BG capture.

The corresponding mixed-signal BS operation for one pixel
is illustrated by the timing diagram in Fig. 11(b). After pixel
integration, as shown in Fig. 6(b), the signal voltage (V sig) and
the reset voltage (V dd) are sequentially read out through the
DSF and bottom-plate sampled at CDACn and CDACp, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, DBG[5:0] is loaded into the BG latch. After
sampling, CDACn is controlled by the BG latch to convert
DBG[5:0] into the BG voltage (�V bg), which is subtracted
from the input signal (�V sig). Through thresholding, the 1-bit
BS result is obtained from DBS =∼ (DBS+ ⊕ DBS−) with{

DBS+ = (βL Vref > �Vsig − �Vbg)

DBS− = (−βL Vref > �Vsig − �Vbg).
(6)

Meanwhile, two extra smaller thresholds (±βSV ref) are
introduced to provide two BG update bits (DBU±) based on
the hardware-friendly �-� BG estimate [37]

DBG(n + 1) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

DBG(n), DBS = 1|DBU± = 2′b10

DBG(n) + �, DBU+ = 0

DBG(n) − �, DBU− = 1.

(7)

The above model acts as a low-pass filter to adapt BG
to slow scene change (e.g., lighting). The update rate is
adjustable from zero (no update) to the BS frame rate. The
maximum adaptable interframe change rate is ±�/frame.
Abrupt BG change will continuously generate false motion
triggers, requiring BG update. In such a case, the frame rate
of FD can be lowered to confirm the BG change. If it is
a real BG change, low-frame-rate FD will detect nothing.
Otherwise, FD will see the moving object and deny the change.
After confirmation by FD, the BG is updated by replacing the
detected pixels with new values, which are obtained in the
mixed-signal OS way discussed in Section IV-D. The whole
process is controlled by the motion analysis block of the
vision processor, which is outside the scope of this article,
as indicated in Fig. 3.

The transition between βL V ref and βS V ref is achieved
by switching Sp2−Sp0. To minimize the energy over-
head, the thresholds are sequentially arranged as: −βS V ref,
−βL V ref, +βL V ref, and +βS V ref such that each BS operation
only needs to charge V TH from V ss to V dd once and uses
minimum Sp2-Sp0 switching.

D. SAR-SS ADC, FIM, and OS

An 8-bit SAR-SS ADC is reconfigured from an RPE to
support both OS and FIM. The coarse SAR ADC and the
fine SS ADC resolve the MSBs and the LSBs, respectively,
to achieve a good balance between area and power for CMOS
image sensors [7], [9], [38]. The configuration of the SAR-SS
ADC is shown in Fig. 12. In the SAR ADC, the BG latch
in Fig. 11 is reused to form the optimum SAR logic [39],
which controls the CDACn and the comparator for the 6-bit
SAR quantization when CDACp holds the reference voltage.
The SS ADC quantizes the residue after the SAR operation to
3 bits with one extra bit for error correction [38]. With CDACn

Fig. 12. SAR-SS ADC configuration. (a) 6-bit coarse SAR ADC. (b) 3-bit
fine SS ADC.

retaining the SAR voltage, CDACp couples the ramping volt-
age (V Ramp) for comparison. To balance between the voltage
swing, and the noise and offset requirements of the ramp
generator, only the 4C of CLSBp is used to couple V Ramp,
resulting in a moderate voltage swing (225 mV) and a relaxed
total noise and offset requirement (<18.8 mV) at a low supply
voltage (1.2 V). Both the counter and the ramp generator are
shared by all the columns to maintain a small column area.
Implemented with a 3-bit capacitive DAC, the ramp generator
consumes less power than the resistive ladder type [38] and
achieves higher accuracy than the current-mode type [7],
which requires calibration between the ramp slope and the
clock speed. Each column ADC operates at 143k sample/s
and consumes 10.8 pJ/conversion, excluding the power from
the ramp generator. As dynamic pixel readout does not allow
direct access to the ADCs, measurement of differential non-
linearity (DNL) and integral nonlinearity (INL) is unavailable.
Post-layout Monte Carlo simulation has shown that the worst
DNL and INL are 0.52 LSB8 bit and 0.88 LSB8 bit, respectively,
which are mainly contributed by the parasitics at the top plates
of CLSBs.

The operation of FIM is illustrated in Fig. 13. After the
pixel-level operation shown in Fig. 6(c), Vg and V rst are read
out and bottom-plate sampled as that in BS. The SAR phase
takes six comparison cycles to search the MSBs (DSAR). In the
SS phase, Sp2 connects the 4C of CLSBp to V Ramp, which
increases from (1−1/16) to (1+5/16)Vref with an increment
in (1/16)Vref to quantize the residue to 3 LSBs (DSS). The
final 8-bit ADC result is obtained as follows:

DADC = DSAR × 22 + DSS − 2. (8)
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Fig. 13. Operation timing diagram of FIM.

Fig. 14. Operation timing diagram of OS.

The mixed-signal OS is realized by combining the BS
and the SAR-SS ADC, as illustrated in Fig. 14. For each
pixel, BS is performed after double-sampling to obtain the
motion detection result (DBS), as shown in Fig. 11. Upon
detection of a motion (DBS = 1), �V bg is first removed, fol-
lowed by the selected ADC quantization of the corresponding
signal (�V sig). Otherwise (DBS = 0), the column circuits
remain idle by gating the global controls and zeroing the
pixel value. In this way, the OS image is directly generated
after ADC.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed multi-mode vision sensor has been fabricated
in a 0.18-μm CMOS process. The chip microphotograph
is shown in Fig. 15, where the core and chip areas are
2.43 × 1.96 mm2 and 2.95 × 2.50 mm2, respectively. With
the compact architecture, the RPEs only occupy 11% of the
core area. Estimated from the memory compiler of the same
process, the SRAM for BG storage (128 × 108 × 6 bits)
consumes an extra area of 1.74 × 0.36 mm2 (13% core area
increase). The chip performance is summarized in Table II.
The 7.9-μm pixel pitch is mainly limited by the design rules of
the MIM capacitor in this process. Without comparator offset
cancellation, the sensor exhibits a fixed-pattern noise (FPN)
of 1.34%rms, which can be suppressed to 0.26%rms after dark
frame subtraction. The temporal noise level is at 0.55%rms,
which is sufficient for typical vision analysis that requires
PSNR > 30 dB (noise < 3.1%rms) [40]. Experimental results
show that setting the threshold at 2 LSB6 bit(3.2%) is sufficient
to filter out both the temporal noise and FPN for MS.

Fig. 15. Microphotograph of the prototype CMOS vision sensor.

TABLE II

CHIP PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Fig. 16 shows the sample images at different operation
modes taken by the prototype CMOS vision sensor along with
transitions. As shown in Fig. 16(a) and (b), the sensor can
capture 1-bit MS images by FD or BS at a lower resolution
(128 × 108). The FD image can successfully record motion
at the object edge regions, while the BS image can capture
the whole object silhouette, demonstrating their respective
specialities. With � = 1 LSB6 bit, the � − � BG update is
performed every 10 s (or even longer) due to the stable indoor
lighting in our experiments. Fig. 16(c) shows the 8-bit BS-
selected OS image after motion triggering, where the object is
completely extracted from the BG. The OS image size can be
cropped to match the object size based on DBS such that only
necessary amount of data is passed to the vision processor
for further processing. The 8-bit FIM image in Fig. 16(d) can
provide complete information for scene recording if object of
interest is detected. As studied in [41], the extent of rolling
shutter and blurring effects is measured or quantized in terms
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Fig. 16. Sample images. (a) FD image (1 bit, 128 × 108). (b) BS image
(1 bit, 128 × 108). (c) OS image (8 bit, 256 × 216). (d) FIM image (8 bit,
256 × 216).

of the exposure time and the readout time of the vision sensor,
which are 33.3 ms and 21 μs, respectively, in this design.

Similar to [21], a moving object with an adjustable size
and speed is displayed on the screen to characterize the FD
and BS capabilities of the proposed CMOS vision sensor.
Fig. 17(a) illustrates the measurement setup and the captured
FD and BS sample images by the sensor (TH = 2 LSB6 bit and
T int = 33.3 ms). FD and BS with different frame rates are
tested by changing the sensor frame rate. All the detected
motion events are summed up and normalized by the object
size to be the performance index. Fig. 17(b) shows the
influence of object speed on the total events. As expected,
FD is sensitive to the object speed variation, since the total FD
events are proportional to the object speed. Reducing the FD
frame rate can increase the object displacement to boost the
total number of FD events, but at an expense of reduced
system response time. However, the detection performance is
still limited in the slow-motion region. In contrast, BS exhibits
stable total events at different object speeds and frame rates,
as discussed in Section II. The more than 100% detection
at higher speeds is due to motion blurring. BS maintains a
large total event number for slow motion and, therefore, can
compensate for the low sensitivity of FD. Fig. 17(c) shows
the relation between the total events and the object size.
As the object size increases, the total events of both FD and
BS also increase proportionally. At small object sizes, BS
still shows sufficient total events, while high-frame-rate FD
becomes incapable of detecting the object. Low-frame-rate FD
can mitigate the issue but is less effective than the BS.

As shown in Fig. 18, motion detection maps are generated
with a threshold of ten events to compare detection perfor-
mance among FD, BS, and cooperative MS. The FD map

Fig. 17. MS characterization. (a) Scene setup and sample motion images.
(b) Total detected events versus object speed (object size = 368 pixels).
(c) Total detected events versus object size (object speed = 20 pixels/s).

shows that high-rate FD fails to detect slow and small objects.
In contrast, low-frame-rate BS succeeds in detecting slow and
small objects, but misses the high-speed objects due to high
latency. Here, assume that the maximum allowable moving
distance is 54 pixels for 1-s latency. Finally, the cooperative
MS scheme can provide accurate motion detection, for fast
and large objects with high-frame-rate FD and for slow and
small objects using low-frame-rate BS.

The power consumptions of the prototype CMOS vision
sensor (including 0.43 pJ/bit from IO channels) at different
operation modes are summarized in Table II. They are mea-
sured under 1.2 Vanalog and 0.8 Vdigital at 15 frames/s. The
maximum frame rates are mainly limited by the I/O speed of 8
Mb/s/channel. Fig. 19 shows the analog power improvement
by employing the DSF at different modes, demonstrating 6.7×,
2.3×, and 2.0× improvements for FD, BS, and FIM when
compared with using the SSF, respectively. FD saves more
power than the others, because the pixel readout remains
active during processing. Excluding the SRAM power, FD
and BS consume only 150 and 210 nJ/frame, respectively.
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Fig. 18. Motion detection maps (yellow: pass; blue: fail). (a) FD
map (15 frames/s). (b) BS map (1 frames/s). (c) Cooperative MS map
(14 FD + 1 BS).

Fig. 19. Analog power comparison between the DSF and the SSF.

The power of cooperative MS linearly depends on the frame
rate of BS, which is adjustable based on the maximum
allowable sensing latency for slow and small objects. Taking
a combination of 14 FD frames and 1 BS frame (1 frame/s)
as an example, the cooperative MS consumes only 2.26 μW.
By using the memory compiler, the SRAM power for BS is
estimated to be 6.6 pJ/pixel (9.1% leakage) for a 6-bit DBG
under 0.8-V and 144-Mb/s read/write rate. Considering the
SRAM power, the BS power is increased to 302 nJ/frame,
resulting in 2.36 μW for the cooperative MS, correspond-
ing to merely 7% increase when compared with the FD-
only MS. Fig. 20 compares the power consumptions of the
proposed mixed-signal BS and the conventional digital BS
using the same bit depth. The digital architecture includes the
powers of imaging, digital BS, and SRAM operation, while
the proposed mixed-signal design only includes the SRAM
power and the mixed-signal BS power. The SRAM power is
the same for both architectures, since they have the same
memory operation. However, the overall power is reduced
by 1.96× for the mixed-signal BS architecture. As for OS,
the power is linearly proportional to the object occupancy,

Fig. 20. Power comparison between the digital and mixed-signal BS
architectures (estimated SRAM and digital BS powers).

Fig. 21. Power comparison between the mixed-signal OS and the digital OS
at different object occupancies (estimated SRAM and digital BS powers).

as shown in Fig. 21. Together with the estimated SRAM
power, the energy consumed per frame is increased linearly
from 1.44 to 2.04 μJ, as the occupancy increases from 0%
to 100%, corresponding to an energy consumption of 10.8 pJ
for each ADC operation. With the energy-efficient processing
and reduced ADC operation, the proposed mixed-signal OS
(including SRAM) achieves 16%∼41% power improvement
in comparison with the digital OS, which consists of the FIM,
digital BS, and SRAM operation.

Table III summarizes the performance comparison with the
state-of-the-art multi-mode vision sensors with in-sensor MS.
The MS mode enables the sensors to operate at a much
lower power consumption than a conventional image sensor
(2170 pJ/pixel·frame) [42], which features high speed and high
resolution. Although digital designs [17], [18] can integrate
both FD and BS for robust MS, they suffer from large power
consumption. Prior mixed-signal designs [16], [21], [23], [24]
demonstrate much lower MS power, but they do not have good
sensing robustness due to the reliance on one single MS tech-
nique. The proposed CMOS vision sensor demonstrates the
first mixed-signal design to support both FD and BS for robust
motion detection. In BS, employing SRAM to store BG avoids
the large pixel size and the CMOS-incompatible process in the
analog storage methods [23], [24] and provides flexibility to
use other embedded memories such as MRAM and RRAM.
With the first fully dynamic processing architectures, FD and
BS achieve 1.3× and 120.1× higher energy efficiencies than
the state of the art, respectively. By combining high-frame-
rate FD and low-frame-rate BS, the cooperative scheme can
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TABLE III

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART MULTI-MODE VISION SENSORS WITH IN-SENSOR MS

improve the MS robustness while still maintaining the highest
FoM of 11.4 pJ/pixel·frame. Furthermore, the proposed sensor
is also capable of mixed-signal OS to facilitate object analysis
and reduce power and bandwidth, which is not found in other
designs. In addition to the low MS power, the proposed sensor
also achieves the highest imaging FoM of 25.5 pJ/pixel·frame,
which is comparable with those ultra-low-power imaging-only
sensors [5], [6]. Overall, the proposed CMOS vision sensor
features extended processing capabilities with the highest
energy efficiencies, thanks to the highly reconfigurable and
fully dynamic mixed-signal processing architectures.

VI. CONCLUSION

A low-power multi-mode CMOS vision sensor is presented
for energy-constrained WSNs. It is reconfigurable for MS,
OS, and FIM to support scene-adaptive edge computing for
power and bandwidth optimization. High-frame-rate FD and
low-frame-rate BS are combined as a cooperative scheme
to improve the MS robustness while maintaining low power
consumption. With the fully dynamic mixed-signal processing
architectures, the cooperative MS composed of 14 FD frames
and 1 BS frame consumes only 2.36 μW at 15 frames/s,
achieving a state-of-the-art FoM of 11.4 pJ/pixel·frame. The
mixed-signal OS is also enabled for the first time by selecting
analog-to-digital conversion based on the BS results. With
a linear dependence on the object occupancy, the power
consumption of OS ranges from 1.44 to 2.04 μJ/frame, corre-
sponding to 41%∼16% power improvement when compared
with the conventional digital method. FIM consumes only
1.41 μJ/frame, which is comparable with the start-of-the-art
low-power CMOS image sensors. With the multi-mode capa-
bilities, compact area, and low power, the proposed CMOS
vision sensor is suitable for wireless IoT applications.
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